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Brief Outline 

On the occasion of National Science Day 2023
(IIC) commemorates 28th 
par excellence Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, famously known as Sir C V 
Raman. The day is known for one of the greatest Innovation and scientific 
achievements of India, Raman Effect, discovered by Sir 
the Nobel Prize in 1930.
importance of science and its contributions to society. The celebration of
National Science Day in institute
scientific temper among students 
knowledge among students.
excellent way to encourage students to explore scientific concepts and promote 
scientific temper. 

One of the most popular events organized 
Day is the science exhibition. Students can display their innovative scientific 
projects and models to showcase their scientific skills and knowledge.
occasion; we organize an 
45 students from different branches 
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ion of National Science Day 2023, Insitution's Innovation Council 
 February 2023 in the loving memory of creative mind 

par excellence Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, famously known as Sir C V 
Raman. The day is known for one of the greatest Innovation and scientific 
achievements of India, Raman Effect, discovered by Sir CV Raman, who won 
the Nobel Prize in 1930. The day is observed to spread awareness about the 
importance of science and its contributions to society. The celebration of

Science Day in institute is a crucial event that helps in promoting 
cientific temper among students and the importance of promoting scientific 

knowledge among students. Celebrating National Science Day in schools is an 
excellent way to encourage students to explore scientific concepts and promote 

One of the most popular events organized by institute on National Science 
is the science exhibition. Students can display their innovative scientific 

projects and models to showcase their scientific skills and knowledge.
an Innovative model Project Making competition

45 students from different branches participated in exhibition. 
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Innovation Council 
in the loving memory of creative mind 

par excellence Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, famously known as Sir C V 
Raman. The day is known for one of the greatest Innovation and scientific 

CV Raman, who won 
The day is observed to spread awareness about the 

importance of science and its contributions to society. The celebration of 
event that helps in promoting 

and the importance of promoting scientific 
Celebrating National Science Day in schools is an 

excellent way to encourage students to explore scientific concepts and promote 

National Science 
is the science exhibition. Students can display their innovative scientific 

projects and models to showcase their scientific skills and knowledge.On this 
competition. About 



 

The main objectives of this 

1. To widely spread a message about the significance of scientific applications 
in the daily life of the people,

 2. To display all the activities, efforts and achievements in the field of science 
for welfare of human being, 

3. To discuss all the issues and implement new technologies for the 
development of the science, 

4. To give an opportunity to the scientific minded citizen

5. To encourage the people as well as popularize the Science and Technology

 

 The benefits of this event are that the student will be able to: 

 

1. Understand the importance Science and Technology in the
engineering courses. 

2. Analyze a problem from its roots and try out various innovative ideas. 

3. Improve their thinking capability and explore various ways of solving a 
problem by inspecting it in various perspectives.
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